
RSU   22   Reading   Standards    Grade   5    I   Can   Statements  
 
Our   scoring   rubric  
4  
Highly   Proficient    –   The   work   demonstrates   excellent   understanding   of   concepts   and   content.  
The   work   demonstrates   in-depth   inferences,   analysis,   or   synthesis.   The   student   knows   this  
concept   of   skill   well   enough   to   be   able   to   teach   it   to   someone   else.  
3  
Proficient    –   The   work   shows   understanding   of   the   process   or   content,   as   well   as   application   in  
various   settings.   Some   errors   or   mechanical   mistakes   may   exist   but   do   not   impede  
demonstration   of   understanding.  
2  
Developing   Proficiency    –   The   work   demonstrates   some   evidence   of   understanding   the  
process   or   content,   but   misconstructions   impede   understanding.   The   groundwork   for  
comprehension   is   evident,   but   misconceptions   prevent   the   student   from   understanding   the  
essential   question   or   big   idea.  
1  
Beginning   Proficiency    -    The   work   indicates   a   distinct   beginning   understanding   of   the  
knowledge.   With   help   the   student   demonstrates   partial   understanding   of   some   of   the  
Knowledge.  
 
*In   some   instances,   students   would   only   be   expected   to   meet   a   2,   the   foundational  
proficiency   level.   Keep   in   mind   that   some   students   may   be   working   at   lower   levels   or   higher  
levels.  
  
 
Standard   Skills   that   students   will   be   taught   (scored   using   the   4-point   scale):  
 
Reading   Foundations   Skills:   Phonics   and   Word   Recognition  
RF.5.3  
 
Reading   Literature:   Key   Ideas   and   Details  
RL.5.1   I   can   accurately   quote   from   a   fiction   text   when   I   am   explaining   what   it   says   and   to  
support   inferences   I   have   made.  
RL.5.2   I   can   determine   the   theme   of   a   fiction   text   by   thinking   about   the   details   in   the   text.  
RL.5.2   I   can   explain   how   the   characters   respond   to   challenges   or   how   the   speaker   in   a   poem  
reflects   upon   a   topic   when   discussing   theme   of   a   text.  
RL.5.2   I   can   summarize   a   fiction   text   in   my   own   words.  
RL.5.3   I   can   compare   and   contrast   characters,   setting   or   events   using   details   in   the   text   to  
support   my   comparison.  
Reading   Literature:   Craft   and   Structure  
RL.5.4   I   can   understand   the   meaning   of   figurative   language,   including   similes   and   metaphors   in  
fiction   texts.  
RL.5.5   I   can   explain   how   chapters,   scenes,   or   stanzas   fit   together   to   give   structure   to   stories,  
plays   and   poems.  



RL.5.6   I   can   describe   how   a   narrator’s   or   speaker’s   point   of   view   influences   a   fiction   text.  
 
Reading   Literature:   Integration   of   Knowledge   and   Ideas  
RL.5.7   I   can   explain   how   visuals   contribute   to   a   story.  
RL.5.9   I   can   compare   and   contrast   similar   themes   or   topics   in   stories   from   the   same   fiction  
genre.  
 
Reading   Informational   Text:   Key   Ideas   and   Details  
RI.5.1   I   can   accurately   quote   from   an   informational   text   when   I   am   explaining   what   it   says   and   to  
support   inferences   I   have   made.  
RI.5.2   I   can   determine   two   or   more   main   ideas   from   a   text   and   explain   how   they   are   supported  
by   the   details   in   the   text.  
RL.5.2   I   can   summarize   informational   texts   I   have   read.  
RI.5.3   I   can   explain   the   relationships   or   interactions   between   two   or   more   individuals,   events,   or  
ideas/concepts   in   historical,   scientific,   and   technical   texts   using   specific   information   from   the  
text.  
 
 
Reading:   Informational   Text:   Craft   and   Structure  
RI.5.4   I   can   determine   the   meaning   of   words   and   phrases   in   science   and   social   studies   texts.  
RI.5.5   I   can   compare   and   contrast   the   organization   (e.g.,   time   order,   comparison,   cause   &   effect  
or   problem   &   solution)   of   events,   ideas,   concepts   or   information   in   two   or   more   informational  
texts.  
RI.5.6   I   can   analyze   multiple   accounts   of   the   same   event   or   topic   by   discussing   similarities   and  
differences   in   their   points   of   view.  
 
 
Reading:   Informational   Text:   Integration   of   Knowledge   and   Ideas  
RI.5.7   I   can   use   different   types   of   informational   texts   to   locate   an   answer   or   to   solve   a   problem  
RI.5.8   I   can   explain   how   an   author   uses   specific   reasons   and   evidence   to   support   particular  
points   in   informational   texts.  
RI.5.9   I   can   use   information   from   several   different   informational   texts   on   the   same   topic   to   help  
me   write   or   speak   with   knowledge   about   the   topic.  
 
Language:   Vocabulary   Acquisition   and   Use  
L.5.4b   I   can   determine   the   meanings   of   unknown   words   by   using   what   I   know   about   common  
Greek   and   Latin   prefixes,   suffixes,   and   roots.   
 
 


